
K-12 Nutrition 
Experts

Industry veterans
and former Nutrition
Directors that have

firsthand experience
with the many challenges

you face every day.
 

 

Flexible, reliable nutrition
solutions for any serving
environment

TITAN is committed to listening to the needs of K-12 Nutrition and bringing forth innovations
that make School Nutrition Professionals' lives easier so they can focus on what's important –
ensuring children are well-fed and ready to learn.

Personalized
Support

Consultative 
Implementation

Dedicated training team
and robust learning

management platform to
help you learn and adopt

the TITAN platform
quickly and easily. 

 

Responsive team of
industry experts

committed to answering
your questions and

helping you every step 
of the way. 

 



Serve on almost any 
device, anywhere there’s 
an internet connection. 
You can even continue

serving meals uninterrupted 
if the network goes down. 

 

sales@linq.com  |  800.541.8999

Save time and maximize value.

TITAN optimizes your school nutrition program with 100% cloud-based, fully
integrated modules with real-time access, anywhere there’s an internet
connection.

Truly 100% Cloud Based Simple Item Management Fully Integrated Modules

Flexible, Reliable Serving Automatic Updates One Login for Families

TITAN is the only true, 
100% cloud-based nutrition

management software
available in the industry that

requires no software to install,
ever– even at the POS. 

Easy to Use Custom Reporting

With all modules integrated
under one central database,

you can enter your data once
and have it available

everywhere in the platform,
saving you weeks of work.

From front of house to back,
of house, all TITAN modules
communicate seamlessly in
real-time, saving you time,
ensuring compliance, and

reducing costs. 
.

TITAN is committed to 
quickly releasing time-saving

enhancements that make
your life easier. With TITAN,

you can enjoy automatic 
updates every 2 weeks. 

 

Smart, Simple Ordering
Know exactly how much

inventory you have on hand at
any time, how much to order,

and easily place orders
through multiple vendors

directly, all from one screen.
 

The TITAN Family Portal
enables families to view

menus, submit payments,
transfer funds, submit

applications, and more, all in
one place – in real-time.

 

TITAN's simple, user-friendly
solutions require minimal
computer knowledge and
make it easy for managers

and cashiers to complete day-
to-day tasks more quickly.

 

TITAN enables almost
unlimited drag-and-drop

custom reporting and
standard reports such as the
Consolidated Sales report, 

or Edit Check report.
 
 
 


